Violation of equivalence principle predicts that neutrinos of different flavour couple differently with gravity. Such a scenario can give rise to gravity induced flavour oscillations in addition to the usual mass flavour neutrino oscillations during the neutrino propagation.
Introduction
The oscillatory nature of neutrinos [1] from one type of flavour to another is now well established by various terrestrial experiments with neutrinos having natural origin such as atmospheric, solar and man made such as reactor [2, 3, 4] or accelerator neutrinos. The mass eigenstates and the weak interaction eigenstates of neutrinos not being the same, neutrino flavour eigenstate in a coherent neutrino beam can oscillate into a eigenstate having different flavour after traversing a distance. These oscillations occur due to the phase difference that is acquired by a neutrino eigenstate during its propagation and this phase difference depends on the baseline length and the mass square difference of two neutrinos, mass eigenstates during its propagation. The massive nature of neutrinos is established by experimental phenomenon of the oscillation. The framework of Standard Model (SM) of particle physics does not have mechanisms to explain how the neutrinos acquire masses and theories beyond the SM framework needs to be invoked for explaining the neutrino mass.
In association to the neutrino mass violation of the equivalence principle (VEP) [5, 6] can also induce neutrino oscillation. If the equivalence principle is indeed violated in nature, different types of neutrinos couple differently with gravity which means that different neutrino flavour eigenstates interact with the gravitation field with different strengths. Thus in this situation the gravitational coupling (constant) G is different for different types of neutrinos. This leads to the fact that the gravity eigenstates of neutrinos are not identical as those of their weak interaction eigenstates. An important feature of Einstein's general theory of relativity is the equivalence principle which affirms that the inertial mass and the gravitational mass are the same. This is stated that an observer standing on the Earth experiences the gravitational force which is same as the pseudo force experienced by the same observer in accelerated reference frame. Therefore, if the equivalence principle is indeed violated, then the coupling strength of neurtinos with the gravitational field as well as the gravitational constant (G) are no more universal.
A general consequence of VEP is the gravitational redshift -while propagating through a gravitational field the energy E of a neutrino will be shifted by an amount [6, 7] , where the gravitational potential (φ) [9] is defined as φ = GM R , M and R being the mass of the source and the distance over which the gravitaional field operates respectively 5 . By virtue of the equivalence prin- 5 In the presence of gravitaional field, the proper time in a curve manifold is dτ = g µν dx µ dx ν which can lead to the relation E ′ = √ g 00 E. The proper time (dτ ) relates to the coordinate time ciple, energies of different types of neutrinos are shifted by an equal amount and eventually while they traverse through the gravitational field, the phase difference between two types of neutrinos may not be generated in this case. But if the violation equivalence principle is violated then for different types of neutrinos the energies will be shifted differently. The VEP will induce a phase ∼ ∆EL, ∆E = |E i − E j |, E i and E j being the redshifted energies of the neutrino species i and j respectively and L defines the baseline length from the source to the Earth through which neutrino propagates. E i , E j are the energy eigenstates in gravity basis. Similar to the case for mass-flavour oscillation, this acquired phase will generate a gravity induced oscillation between different flavours of neutrinos having the oscillatory part ∼ |∆EL| = |∆f ij |LE, where |∆f ij | = |f i −f j |, f i is defined as f i = G i M R = ( GM R )α i = φα i , G i being the gravitational coupling of the neutrino having index i.
In this work, we study the effects of violation of equivalence principle with three active and one sterile neutrino. Using the latest experimental limits on active-sterile neutrino mixing and mass square difference ∆m 2 41 for normal hierarchy of neutrino mass eigenstates (and assumed normal hierarchy for neutrino gravity eigenstates) and best fit values of active neutrino mixing parameters (mixing angles and mass square differences), we obtain new four flavour gravity induced neutrino oscillation probabilities which also include the matter effect induced by the matter through which the neutrinos travel. We show that VEP will induce new set of parameters ∆f ij which change the neutrino oscillation probabilities significantly even if ∆f ij assumes a value as small as ∼ 10 −24 . We demonstrate this in case of a neutrino beam propagating through a baseline of 7000 km inside Earth matter. Therefore, even if VEP is very small, it will significantly affect the number of muon yields (from ν µ ) at the far detector in a long baseline (LBL) neutrino experiment. In this work, we compute our results of these neutrino yields considering an LBL neutrino experiment for a baseline length of around 7000 km with the end detector to be a iron calorimeter (ICAL) of 50 kTon such as the one proposed for the India-based Neutrino Observatory or INO [8] and at the origin of the neutrino source is from a neutrino factory or accelerator such as CERN. We calculate the number of right sign and wrong sign (explained later) muon yields at the end detector and their variations with the change in ∆f ij (the VEP effect). We also mention that perhaps this is for the first time, neutrino oscillation in 4-flavour scenario has been worked out in detail and expressions for oscillation probabilities are obtained incorporating both gravity induced and matter induced mass flavour oscillation. We organise the paper in the following manner. In Section 2 we present a brief discussion about the formalism of gravity induced as well as mass induced oscillations in matter within a 4-flavour framework. The calculational results are furnished in Section 3 which is divided into two subsections. In Section 3.1 we discuss about how the oscillation probabilities vary with the gravity effects, while Section 3.2 deals with the possible neutrino induced muon yield in long baseline (LBL) experiments in the presence of both gravity induced oscilations and mass induced oscillations in matter. Finally in Section 4 the paper is summarized with some discussions.
Neutrino Oscillations in Matter with VEP in 4flavour Scenario
Neutrino oscillations would arise because of the non zero nature of neutrino masses. The essence of this phenomena was first observed by Pontecorvo [10, 11] in 1957, while Maki, Nakagawa and Sakata (1962) first pointed out the possibility of the arbitrary mixing between the two massive neutrino states.
In the case of massive neutrinos, the neutrino flavour eigenstates |ν α produced in a charged current weak interactions can be expressed as the linear combination of the mass eigenstates |ν i via a unitary mixing matrix U.
where the number of neutrino species is indicated by n. In this work we consider an extra sterile neutrino (ν s ) in addition to the three active neutrinos (ν e , ν µ , ν τ ). For this 4-flavour (3 active + 1 sterile) scenario, the relation between the neutrino flavour eigenstates and the mass eigenstates can be parameterized as
where U αi etc. are the elements of the Pontecorvo -Maki -Nakagawa -Sakata (PMNS) matrix U (4×4) [12] . The PMNS matrix U (4×4) depends on the mixing angles and CP violating phases. Assuming the CP conservation in the neutrino sector, the PMNS matrix can be described in terms of the successive rotations (R), which are functions of the six mixing angles θ 14 , θ 24 , θ 34 , θ 13 , θ 12 , θ 23 in 4-flavour scenario [13, 14] .
where these six orthogonal matrices (R) can be written as
Therefore U (4×4) takes the form as 
whereŨ αi etc. indicate the elements of the flavour mixing matrix in 3-flavour scenario, which can be expressed as [15, 16, 17] 
In Eqs. (4-6), cos θ ij = c ij and sin θ ij = s ij where θ ij defines the mixing angle between ith and jth neutrinos with mass eigenstates |ν i and |ν j . The time evolution equation in the case of four neutrino flavours, |ν e , |ν µ , |ν τ and |ν s is given by
where
In the above, the Hamiltonian in the mass basis is given by
where E i , i = 1 − 4 are the energy eigen values which can be expressed in terms of the momentum p and mass eigen values m i , as
with i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and p i ≃ p,. With this H d can be rewritten as
In Eq. (11), the matrix diag(p, p, p, p) does not contribute to the neutrino oscillations as it does not induce any phase difference between the neutrinos and hence we do not consider this term further in the calculation. Subtracting m 2 1 from all the diagonal elements of the matrix diag(m 2 1 , m 2 2 , m 2 3 , m 2 4 ), we have
where ∆m 2
As discussed in Section 1 the violation of equivalence principle can also induce neutrino oscillations due to different gravitational couplings to different types of neutrinos. As the neutrinos of different types couple differently, the gravitational constant (G) should be different for different types of neutrinos. In addition to the mass induced oscillations, the gravity eigenstates (|ν Gi ) can also lead to the neutrino oscillations. We explore the mass flavour oscillations in matter and gravity induced oscillations in a single framework by considering |ν α = |ν i = |ν Gi . It is discussed in Section 1 that the neutrino energies are redshifted by an amount E → E ′ = √ g 00 E with respect to the vacuum with E ′ = E(1 − GM R ) = E(1 + φ) where g 00 = (1 + 2φ), φ being the gravitational potential, M is the mass of the source of the gravitaional field and R is the distance over which the gravitational field operates. In 4-flavour framework, the gravity eigenstates |ν Gi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are connected to the flavour eigenstates |ν α (α = e, µ, τ, s) through a mixing matrix U ′ (4×4) with flavour-gravity mixing angle θ ′ ij (i = j), i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 in the presence of the gravitational field. Thus
where the flavour-gravity mixing matrix (U ′ (4×4) ) can be represented as
The evolution equation in presence of the gravitational field is therefore written as
). If the equivalence principle is indeed violated, all the gravitational energy eigenvalues will induce phase differences to neutrino eigenstates and therefore we have
In this case, the phase differences can be expressed as
It is now well established that neutrino oscillation in matter may differ significantly from that in vacuum and which was first observed by Mikheyev -Smirnov -Wolfenstein [18, 19] , and known as MSW effect. In the present neutrino oscillation formalism we also include the MSW effect. The effective Hamiltonian of the system including both gravity effect and matter effect is given by
In the above, the matter potential (V ) can be written as
where V CC is the charged current potential that appears due to the interactions with the electrons of the medium, which are mediated by the W ± exchange and V N C denotes the neutral current potential responsible for the interactions mediated by Z 0 bosons.
the matter potential (V ) can be expressed as
where G F is the Fermi constant, N e and N n are the number densities of electron and neutrons respectively inside the matter through which neutrinos propagate. In our formalism, for the purpose of the calculation we assume that the mass mixing angles (θ ij ) and gravity mixing angles (θ ′ ij ) with the flavour eigenstates are same, and hence
The effective Hamiltonian according to this assumption takes the form
where ∆f ij = GM R ∆α ij = ∆α ij φ. We neglect the terms ∆m 2 21 and ∆f 21 by assuming that both the neutrino mass eigenstates |ν 1 and |ν 2 and gravity eigenstates |ν G1 , |ν G2 are very close to each other. Thus the above Eq. (20) can be written as
In the above,
In Eq. (20), the unitary matrix U is the 4 × 4 matrix similar to that given in Eq. (5) . The active neutrino mixing angles described in Eq. (6) are obtained from the latest bounds given by different neutrino experiments [20] . In this work, we use the best fit values of the standard three neutrino oscillation parameters which are given as [20] θ 12 = 33.96 0 , θ 23 = 48.3 0 , θ 13 = 8.61 0
For simplicity, we also consider the case of normal hierarchy for neutrino eigenstates and CP violating phase δ CP = 0.
Apart from the active neutrino oscillation parameters mentioned in Eq. (23), there are three active-sterile neutrino mixing angles θ 14 , θ 24 , θ 34 . Several neutrino oscillation experiemnts such as MINOS [21] - [33] , Daya Bay [32] - [40] , Bugey [41] , T2K [42] , IceCube [43] etc. provide stringent limits on these mixing angles (θ i4 , i = 1 − 3) for different values of mass square difference ∆m 2 41 . We use the combined limit on mixing angle θ 14 obtained from the analyses by Daya Bay, MINOS and Bugey-3 [31] . However, in a recent work by Adams et al., constraints from cosmological data were also taken into account [44] along with the neutrino oscillation results from other experiments. From their analyses, they conclude that Planck data exclude the regions with ∆m 2 41 ≥ 5 × 10 −2 eV 2 and for ∆m 2 41 ≤ 5 × 10 −2 eV 2 , limits from the combined analysis of Daya Bay, MINOS and Bugey-3 [31] become significant (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 of Ref. [44] for details). Using these constraints, in the present work, we adopt θ 14 = 3.6 0 and present our results for two values of ∆m 2 41 namely, ∆m 2 41 = 0.001 eV 2 and ∆m 2 41 = 0.003 eV 2 , consistent with the latest experimental findings. MINOS and MINOS+ [23, 33] also provide limits on the active sterile mixing angle θ 24 . From their analyses, it is found that for ∆m 2 41 ≥ 10 −2 eV 2 , MINOS+ provides strong upper bound on the mixing angle θ 24 . However, it is observed that θ 24 ≤ 26.7 0 with the choice ∆m 2 41 = 0.001 eV 2 and θ 24 ≤ 50.7 0 when ∆m 2 41 = 0.003 eV 2 . However, recent analysis for the search of sterile neutrino performed by T2K far detector with 295 km baseline length [42] predicts θ 24 ≤ 22.7 0 for ∆m 2 41 = 0.001 eV 2 and for ∆m 2 41 = 0.003 eV 2 the limit on mixing angle is θ 24 ≤ 15.3 0 . With the above limit on θ 24 for ∆m 2 41 = 0.003 eV 2 , the limit on θ 34 is found to be θ 34 ≤ 53.1 0 (see Fig. 4 of Ref. [42] for details). Therefore, we observe that for smaller values of ∆m 2 41 ∼ 10 −3 eV 2 , although the mixing angle θ 14 is very much constrained, limits on other mixing angles namely θ 24 , θ 34 are not much stringent. In this work, we adopt following values for active sterile neutrino mixing angles θ 14 = 3.6 0 , θ 24 = 4 0 , θ 34 = 18.5 0 ,
which are in agreement with different neutrino oscillation experimental results for smaller values of ∆m 2 41 ∼ 10 −3 eV 2 . With the above set of mixing angles and neutrino mass square differences mentioned above, we now calculate the modified four neutrino oscillation probabilities within matter including the effects of violation of equivalence principle with new VEP parameters ∆f 31 and ∆f 41 . The Hamiltonian H ′′ is then diagonalised by a new 4 × 4 unitary matrix U m whose elements are similar to that of the matrix U (as in Eq. 5) but with new modified mixing angles. Therefore, the oscillation probability for a neutrino |ν α having flavour α oscillate to a neutrino |ν β of flavour β is given by the expression [45, 46] 
where U m αi etc. are the matrix elements of the unitary matrix (U m ), which is computationally obtained by diagonalising the effective Hamiltonian H ′′ in Eq. (21) and L indicates the baseline length. The oscillation length (λ ij ) in the presence of both mass and gravity induced oscillations in matter can be expressed as
where E i , E j (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian H ′′ (Eq. (21)). Since the mass eigenstates |ν 1 and |ν 2 can be assumed to be almost degenrate (∆m 2 21 ∼ 10 −5 eV 2 ), we have ∆m 2 13 ≃ ∆m 2 23 , ∆m 2 14 ≃ ∆m 2 24 . We follow similar convention for neutrino gravity eigenstates, such that |ν G1 and |ν G2 are also almost degenerate (∆f 21 ∼ 0) and adopt ∆f 13 = ∆f 23 and ∆f 14 = ∆f 24 . Therefore, in 4-flavour framework, the oscillation probability equations are given by
3 Calculations and Results
Gravity-induced neutrino oscillations in matter
In this section, we study modification of neutrino oscillation probabilities in matter in presence of possible violation of equivalence principle. For this purpose, we consider a 4-flavour neutrino scenario, where the usual three families of active neutrinos (ν e , ν µ , ν τ ) are extended by an extra setrile neutrino (ν s ). In order to estimate the effect of the gravity induced oscillations, we consider baseline neutrino oscillations, where the neutrinos are produced from a neutrino factory or an accelerator and propagate from the source to a far terrestrial away detector through the Earth matter. The probabilities of oscillations from one flavour to the other in the present framework are therefore an important component for the estimation of the neutrino flux at the end detector. Therefore we calculate the oscillation probabilities from one neutrino flavour to the other for the present 4-neutrino scenario where both the mass induced and gravity induced oscillations are considered. The probabilities are computed using the Eqs. (17) - (27) . We demonstrate in this section how the nature of the probabilities are varied by the combined effect of the gravity induced factors as well as the mass-flavour oscillations in matter. For the present calculations we have chosen a demonstrative baseline length of 7000 Km and the mean Earth matter density to be 4.15 gm/cc. From Eq. (25) and Eq. (27) it is clear that the oscillatory part of the probability equations are controlled by the phase factor ∆E ij L/2, where ∆E ij are the difference of the eigen values E i and E j of the eigenstates designated by i and j respectively. In this work, the eigenvalues E i , E j etc. are computationally obtained by explicitly diagonalising the Hamiltonian H ′′ (Eq. (21)) that includes both the mass induced effects, matter effects as also the gravity induced effects.
In Figs 1-4 , we show how the oscillation probabilities vary for the variation of gravity induced effects (designated by ∆f ij ), when the mass square difference ∆m 2 ij are kept fixed. Note that in all the figures P 4 αβ signifies the oscillation probabilities P να→ν β (α, β ≡ e, µ, τ, s). Since we are considering here a 4-flavour scenario, these probability plots also demonstrate the 4-flavour oscillations considering both the mass flavour effects in matter and the gravity induced effects.
In Fig 1(a-e ) the variations of different probabilities with neutrino energies are shown for different fixed chosen values of ∆f 41 (gravity effect) while ∆m 2 41 and ∆f 31 are kept at constant values of 0.001 eV 2 and 10 −24 respectively. From Fig. 1(ae ) it is evident that the nature of variation of the probabilities changes when the values of ∆f 41 is changed. It is also observed from these figures that the change in oscillation probabilities are more prominent when ∆f 41 = 10 −23 (in comparison to what is obtained when ∆f 41 = 0). For the cases P 4 es and P 4 µs , these variations are more distinct. Moreover, for P 4 es and P 4 µs , the oscillatory nature of probabilities are visible beyond energy ∼ 10 GeV when ∆f 41 = 10 −23 and for E ν ≤ 10 GeV, the probabilities suffer very rapid oscillation.
Similar computations of the probabilities are performed and the results are plotted in Fig. 2(a-e ) but for a different chosen value of ∆m 2 41 (= 0.003 eV 2 ). Although the general features are similar to what is observed in Fig. 1 , the oscillation patterns for the case of P 4 αs (α = e, µ) show marked difference in this case when ∆f 41 = 10 −23 . We also mention in passing that the active-sterile oscillation parameter ∆m 2 41 also affects In Figs. 3, 4 we show similar probabilities but with a different fixed value of ∆f 31 (= 10 −23 ). While Fig. 3 shows the results when ∆m 2 41 = 0.001 eV 2 , we plot in Fig. 4 similar probabilties with ∆f 2 41 = 0.003 eV 2 . For both the figures the baseline length has taken to be 7000 km as before. Both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that the natures of the probabilities are more affected for ∆f 41 
Effect of Gravity Induced Oscillation on a Long Baseline Neutrino Experiment
In this section we pursue the effects of gravity induced oscillation on neutrino induced muon yields in long baseline (LBL) experiments. In a long baseline neutrino experiment, pions are intially produced in neutrino factories by directing a proton beam incident on a target. Pions decay into muons which suffer further decay in a muon storage ring producing neutrinos. Neutrinos are generated from 3-body decay Neutrinos produced in neutrino factory are then directed towards a neutrino detector far away from the source of the neutrinos and traverse through earth matter to reach the detector. The muon neutrinos (ν µ ,ν µ ) generated in neutrino factory will suffer oscillations due to its passage through the Earth matter along the baseline. The (e) Variation of P µs with energy E Figure 3 : Neutrino Oscillation in matter for the fixed value of ∆m 2 41 (= 0.001 eV 2 ) and ∆f 31 (=10 −23 ) with baseline length L = 7000 km. ν µ (ν µ ) will produce µ − (µ + ) at the detector by charged current (CC) interaction with the detector material. If it is pure µ − at the source then only ν µ beam will propagate along the baseline and µ − will be produced at the detector end which the latter would detect. Those muons are called right sign muon. Needless to mention that ν µ flux (e) Variation of P µs with energy E Figure 4 : Neutrino Oscillation in matter for the fixed value of ∆m 2 41 (= 0.003 eV 2 ) and ∆f 31 (=10 −23 ) with baseline length L = 7000 km.
at the source will suffer depletion due to the oscillation and same will happen to the muon yield. However if the detector detects a µ + instead, then it must be thatν µ reaches the detector andν µ can only be created in the beam (produced by the decay of µ − ) through the oscillationν e →ν µ during the passage ofν e through the baseline.
These events are termed as wrong sign muon events. The situation is just reversed if ν µ beam is produced at the storage ring from the decay of µ + . But the right sign and the wrong sign muon events can be distinguished by a iron calorimeter detector (such as the one considered for the present work) when the ICAL detector is magnetized.
As mentioned above, we first consider the neutrino (anti-neutrino) flux in the neutrino factory which is expressed as [47, 48] 
and similarly ν e (ν e ) flux is given by
where different terms are given as follows
• E µ : muon energy
• n µ : number of injected muons
• L : distance between neutrino factory and the end detector (baseline length)
• y = Eν Eµ where E ν is energy of neutrino
• β is the boost factor It is to be noted that the expressions for neutrino fluxes in Eqs. (29) (30) are derived under the following approximations; i) neutrinos are not polarised and ii) the angle between direction of neutrino beam towards the detector and the beam axis is assumed to be zero. For the present study we consider average Earth density ρ = 4.15 gm/cc. Different neutrino oscillation probabilities are already calculated in previous section. As mentioned, in this work we consider the detector to be a magnetized iron calorimeter (ICAL) detector. Such a detector of 50 kTon mass has been suggested for the proposed India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) [8] . The proposed ICAL detector at INO [8] is basically a stack of 151 iron plates of thickness 5.6 cm and each plates are separated by a gap of 4 cm containing a total of 50 kTon of detector iron. Here we consider a baseline length of 7150 km which is roughly the distance between CERN and proposed INO site. Beam of ν µ (ν µ ) from a neutrino factory after reaching such a magnetized ICAL detector will undergo charged current interactions and produce µ − (µ + ) which form muon tracks while passing through different layers of the detector of different curvature due to magnetic field. Observing the direction and curvature of the muon tracks one can distiguish the right sign and wrong sign muons inside detector. As mentioned, the flux of neutrino (anti-neutrino) beam will undergo gravity induced and mass induced four flavour oscillation in matter before reaching the detector. Thus the neutrino (anti-neutrino) flux at the detector will be rescaled by the corresponding probabilities. For ν µ andν e beam (produced from the decay µ − at the storage ring if µ + is registered in ICAL then this is referred to as apperance channel since it originates due the oscillationν e →ν µ while for the same beam µ − track is considered as disapperance channel as ν µ disappears via the oscillation ν µ → ν x , x = µ. In this section, we present the expected yield of right sign muon (µ − ) and wrong sign muon (µ + ) at ICAL detector in presence of gravity induced neutrino oscillation in four flavour scenario.
In Table 1 , we show the expected estimation of right sign and wrong sign muon yields for five year run of magnetized ICAL. The estimated numbers are shown for two values of ∆m 2 41 in absence of gravity induced four flavour oscillation. We consider the energy of injected muon to be 50 GeV at the muon storage ring directed towards ICAL. In Table 2 , we compare the right sign and wrong sign muon yields at ICAL for same period of time with the same muon injection energy but in presence of gravity induced oscillation for ∆m 41 = 0.001 eV 2 . It can be easily observed from Table 2 that for a fixed value of ∆f 31 at ∆f 31 = 10 −24 , increase in ∆f 41 will significantly reduce the right sign muon yields and enhance the wrong sign muon yields when compared with the yields of Table 1 for the case when ∆m 41 = 0.001 eV 2 . We also show in Table 2 the results when ∆f 31 = 10 −23 although the trend is not in the similar order.
In Table 3 , we tabulate the expected number of right sign and wrong sign muon yields in ICAL detector at INO for ∆m 2 41 = 0.001 eV 2 when ∆f 41 is kept fixed at a value of 10 −24 while different fixed values are adopted for ∆f 31 . However, as we increase the value of ∆f 31 , the effect of gravity induced neutrino oscillation becomes prominent resulting enhancement in wrong sign muon yield and depletion in right sign muon yield. Similar effects are also observed for the case of ∆f 41 = 10 −23 as shown in Table 3 . It is also seen from Table 3 that for fixed ∆f 41 = 10 −23 , the muon yield (both wrong and right sign) shows an oscillatory behaviour with the change in . But in all the cases, the yields are certainly different from ∆f ij = 0 case. In Table 4 , we compute the estimated muon yields at the chosen ICAL detector for ∆m 2 41 = 0.003 eV 2 for the same set of ∆f 31 and ∆f 41 values considered in Table 2 . The energy of injected muon is fixed at 50 GeV and the results for muon yield in Table 4 are obtained for assumed five year run. From Table 4 , it can be seen that right sign muon yields for ∆f 31 = 10 −24 are much reduced in comparison to the case of normal mass flavour oscillation in matter (Table 1 ). However, the wrong sign muon yield shows marginal increment. On the other hand for ∆f 31 = 10 −23 there is large enhancement in wrong sign muon yield when compared with Table 1 .
Similar results for the muon yields are furnished in Table 5 for ∆m 2 41 = 0.003 eV 2 with the same values for ∆f 41 and ∆f 31 as used in Table 3 . While the trend is similar, we observe that there is large increase in the right sign and wrong sign muon yields when compared with those in Table 1 .
From the estimated results of muon yields obtained in Table 1 -5 at the chosen ICAL detector, it is now evident that the presence of gravity induced four neutrino oscillation in matter will significantly affect the right sign and wrong sign muon yields. Therefore, long baseline neutrino experiment can be a viable probe to investigate the violation of equivalence principle if appears. neutrino experiment. To this end we consider a four neutrino (3+1) framewok, where one extra sterile neutrino is assumed to exist in addition to the three active neutrinos. In a possible scenario that the equivalence principle is violated in nature, the three active neutrinos as well as the sterile neutrino couple differently with gravity which result in a gravity induced oscillation of neutrinos in addition to mass flavour oscillation of neutrinos. As eigenstates in gravity basis are not the same as those in flavour basis, neutrino oscillation phenomenology will be signficant to study the effects of violation of equivalence principle since in such a scenario neutrino mass eigensates are different from flavour and gravity eigenstates. In addition, one must also take into account the mater effects if neutrinos propagate through medium. In this work, we derive the effective Hamiltonian for four neutrino oscillation in presence of gravity induced effects along with usual mass-flavour oscillation with matter effects. we then study the effects of VEP in a long baseline neutrino oscillation experiement, by estimating the detector yields at the far detector.
We derive the new oscillation probabilities for neutrino oscillation within matter assuming the mixing angles between mass and flvour eigenstates to be identical with those between gravity and flavour eigenstates. The above choice allows us to study the effects of new parameters ∆f 31 , ∆f 41 which are responsible for gravity induced neutrino oscillation and can be attributed to the signature and measure of violation of equivalence principle. Using the bounds on neutrino mixing angles from different experiments, we study the behaviour of four neutrino oscillation probaibilities considering a representative long baseline of 7000 km for different values of ∆f 41 and ∆f 31 while the values of ∆m 2 41 remained fixed. We observe that significant deviations in oscillation probabilities P να→ν β occur with the changes in ∆f 41 and ∆f 31 indicating that even if the equivalence principle is very weakly violated it will affect the oscillation probabilities over a chosen representative baseline of 7000 km.
With oscillation probabilities that we derive in this work for 3 active and 1 sterile neutrino formalism, we make an estimate of the signatures of violation of equivalence principle at the end detector of an assumed LBL neutrino experiment where the neutrinos are produced in a neutrino factory and are detected at a far detector of magnetized iron calorimeter (ICAL) with a baseline length of around 7154 km. The magnetized ICAL detector can efficiently measure the number of µ − and µ + produced upon charged current interaction of muon neutrinos and muon anti-neutrinos at the detector. Flux of muon neutrinos (ν µ ) will suffer gravity induced and mass induced oscillations in matter while propagating to the far ICAL detector from the neutrino factory and thus it will be depleted. Hence this oscillation channel is referred to as disappearance channel. Similarly detection of µ + at magnetized ICAL indicates the apperance channel due to neutrino oscillationν e →ν µ . Our calculations show that the yields of µ ∓ change significantly with the VEP parameters ∆f 31 and ∆f 41 responsible for gravity induced neutrino oscillation. Comparing these results with the case when the gravity induced oscillation is absent (i.e. ∆f 31,41 = 0; normal mass induced oscillation) we conclude that for certain choices of ∆f 31 and ∆f 41 , yields of wrong sign muon increase considrably. Similarly for some different values of ∆f 31 and ∆f 41 values, right sign muon yields deplete singificantly which could be positive indications of VEP and gravity induced oscillation of neutrinos. Therefore, long baseline neutrino experiment can be used to probe even a very small violation of equivalence principle, if exists in nature. Moreover, non observation of any such deviations in predicted muon yield will certainly rule out the possibilty of the effect of VEP in neutrino oscillation.
